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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Paris in Chelsea
KATHERINE DOLGY LUDWIG
ARMORY WEEK NYC AT CLIO CHELSEA
THURS MAR 5 6PM TO SUN MAR 8 6PM
Over two hundred galleries will show artists
at art fair venues in one concentrated Armory
weekend. The “Anti-Fair for Independent
Artists,” CLIO works directly with artists
from around the world in a ground floor
space in Chelsea, in a juried exhibition of
new names and established artists. Brooklyn
artist Katherine Dolgy Ludwig will show
nine of her "Interior Paintings" -- all
watercolors recently exhibited at her 2019
Retrospective of over 50 paintings at the
American University of Paris. "Rooms and
tabletops and personal objects -- an orange, a
flower, a note -- small things here represent
enormous associations I have in mind. Like so many still life artists of the past,
I'm painting what's inside a person's heart."
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Dolgy Ludwig has another solo watercolor exhibit upcoming this June in Paris,
and July in London. She completed her BA and Bachelor of Architecture at the
University of Toronto, and MFA at London’s Chelsea College. She taught at
OCAD, and came to Brooklyn in 2008 to take up Fellowships juried by critics at
freeDimensional in Brooklyn, A.I.R. Gallery Chelsea, The Brooklyn Rail, NYU
Tisch, and Art in America. Dolgy Ludwig has painted watercolor projects for
collectors as diverse as the New York Mayor’s Office, Ornette Coleman, the five
branches of the U.S. Military, and Playboy.
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Dolgy Ludwig has oil paintings,
watercolors, etchings, and lithography
in the permanent collections of the
London Chelsea Arts Club, U.S.
Pentagon, New York Mayor’s Office,
National Arts Club, London Globe
Theatre, Playboy, and with many
other corporate and private collectors
in the U.S., Canada, Hong Kong,
France, Australia, and U.K. Her art
has been critically acclaimed by
curators from the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Brooklyn Museum,
and the London Royal Academy,
winning Best Watercolor at the
National Arts Club three times.
Feature press includes the New York
Times, New York Daily News, NYU
Humanus, American University of Paris
Press, Toronto Star, and the Globe and
Mail. Currently, Dolgy Ludwig is producing a television project series for BRIC
Brooklyn Media about making her watercolors, to air December 2020.
CLIO is free and open to the
public on Friday -- $18 general
admission on Saturday and
Sunday. CLIO details for their
ticketed reception and brunches
https://www.clioartfair.com/
program-clio-art-fairmar-5-8-2….
Katherine Dolgy Ludwig artist
details https://
www.katherinedolgyludwig.com

Contact day or night: Katherine
Dolgy Ludwig https://
katherinedolgyludwig.com/
contact/
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